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Operational Alert’s inform Signal Mutual Members of serious incidents within the Mutual which resulted in permanent 
disability, death or a significant near miss. If you have similar operations, please share this Operational Alert with operation 
managers, supervisors, equipment operators, and all affected employees. It is imperative that management, at all levels 
review their operations for similar hazardous conditions, or acts and their controls. 

SUMMARY 

We work in a mari�me environment, so it may not be apparent that locomo�ves, railcars, and railroad tracks 
are a part of the waterfront environment. Marine terminals u�lize “rail” to move tons of materials every day. 
However, other industries across the Mutual also work around railways and have rail tracks in their yards for 
mobile cranes, rail tracks that run along piers or have railways in construc�on areas. Consider where your 
colleagues work on or around rail cars and rail tracks, and use this informa�on as an opportunity to share how 
to best protect yourselves and your coworkers from unsafe acts and condi�ons while working around the rails.   

RECENT INCIDENTS    

In the past few weeks, we have seen two very serious injuries where individuals have fallen while working on 
rail cars. Working on elevated pla�orms, such as railcar catwalks, allows for a poten�al fall. Railcar doors can 
be damaged and can be hard to open, causing individuals to strain themselves to slide the doors. Take �me to 
work safely, pay aten�on to your foo�ng, and ask for help when assistance is needed.  

CONSIDERATIONS 

Plan your work, and work the plan. Use a Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) style process to iden�fy the hazards in 
your opera�onal area and specific to the job required. Mi�gate the iden�fied hazards to the best of your 
abili�es and ensure everyone is aware of what can hurt them and how to protect themselves. How they work 
and the decisions made on the job affect their �me spent with their family and friends outside of work. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

INCIDENT: Railcar Safety 

Whenever uncertainty, 
confusion, doubt exists, 

use: S.T.A.R 
(Stop-Think-Act-Review) 
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BEST PRACTICES 

• Always wear the correct PPE for the task to be performed. Appropriate PPE may include 
safety boots with laces for strong ankle support, hardhat (with strap to secure), gloves, 
hearing protection, safety glasses, and ANSI-2 vest/shirt/pants with the reflective X on 
the back to better signal to people at a distance which way the person is facing. 

• If you have never worked on a railcar, do not start a task until you have received specific 
safety training, reviewed the JSA, and fully understand the risks and mitiation steps. 

• When mounting/dismounting railcars, use the ladder and proper 3-point climbing 
technique. Rail cars have ladders with different lengths, widths, and rung spacing. Watch 
your step, inspect the ladder rungs, handrails, and catwalk condition before using. Be sure 
to report deficiencies to your Supervisor and do not use them. Do not carry tools, bags, 
etc. if you cannot maintain 3-points of contact while climbing or decending the steps. 

• When mounting or dismounting a railcar, always face inward towards the stairs. Never 
jump off of a railcar or ladder. 

• Inspect the ground surface to check for slip or trip hazards when stepping off of a railcar ladder and when 
working at the side of the boxcar. Housekeeping is critical as is maintaining clear work areas since railcars can 
present a restricted working environment. 

• Never walk or shimmy along the narrow side edge of a railcar. 
Find an alternative route to safely move and preform any task. 

• Consider the weather and other environmental conditions. Rain, 
snow, and/or oily/slick areas present slip and fall hazards. 

• When walking on top of the rail platform, shuffle your feet in the 
narrow areas to avoid stepping up and tripping on obstructions.  

• When loading/unloading boxcars, use an approved ramp to 
bridge the gap between the dock and the boxcar. 

• Ask for assistance if any task presents a risk that can be mitigated by help from a co-worker rather than 
attempting to solely finishing the task. 

• If completing repetitive work on a railcar, consider designing a scalfold-type system that can be be put in place 
that assists with task completion while mitigating safety risks. 

• Secure the area with cones/barrels/safety chains to identify active forklift/equipment work zones. 
• When opening or closing boxcar doors, the door tracks can be damaged or 

the door may be hard to move. Stop and ask for assistance or use an 
approved mechanical means to open or close the door.   

• If working on top of a railcar, a fall prevention system including a safety 
harness must be used. 

• If the railcar is going to be moved, exit the car prior to its movement and 
stay well clear of any moving train/railcar. 

 


